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Abstract 

Behaviour of various potentials in the linear anisotropic elastostatics is investigated. 
Explicit formulae for the derivatives of these potentials including their boundary values 
are obtained with the help of the theory of distribution. 

1. Introduction 

The linear theory of elastostatics is a branch of applied mechanics which 

investigates the behaviour of the solution of a boundary value problem of the 

following form: 

To find a solution u, (displacement in physical terms) of an equation 

div C[P'u]+F = 0 

subject to the boundary conditions 

u = llo on an,, 
Tu:= C[P'u]n = t0 

(u; = u0;) 

on an, (Tu, = t0;) 

( 1 ) 

(2a, b) 

where n is a domain in RN(N=2, 3), an is its boundary with unit outward normal 

vector n, an,, and an, are the portions of an such that an,, U an,=an, and 

an. n an,=cp hold, C is the elasticity tensor, F is the body force (given), and Uo 

and t0 are given functions. As for C, we require the usual symmetry C;;u=C;m=C1rli; 

and positive definiteness P'u•C[P'u]~C'IP'ul 2 where C' is a positive constant. 

As is usually the case in applied mechanics, the exact solution to ( 1) is very 

difficult to construct analytically except in simple cases. Hence, one often has to 

resort to some numerical methods of analysis in order to obtain an approximate 

solution to (1). The boundary integral equation method (BIEM) is one of such 

numerical methods. BIEM usually seeks the solution in the form of combined 
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potentials: 

u = f I'tdS-f I'1 udS+ r I'FdV, Jeo J&o Jo ( 3) 

where I' stands for the fundamental solution of the problem, I'1 for the double layer 

kernel defined by 

(4) 

and t for C[P'u]n on 8D. The explicit form of I' is given in terms of the Fourier 

inverse transform q-1 as 

( 5) 

where f is the parameter of the transform and 

( 6) 

respectively. The three integrals in (3) are called the simple layer potential, double 

layer potential and volume potential, respectively. After solving a boundary 

integral equation obtained from (2) and (3), one computes the solution u by (3) 

and the stress C [P'u] by differentiating (3). 

A difficulty one encounters in this BIEM procedure is the singularity of the 

kernel functions I' and I'1• Due to this singularity, (3) yields the so called non

integral terms as x approaches 8D, or as one differentiates (3) in D twice. In 

addition, the resulting integrals may not be integrable in the classical sense. All 

such details have been investigated so far by using explicit forms of I' and tedious 

limit calculations.1> This explains why formulae for these limits and derivatives 

were not available in 3D anisotropic elastostatics, because I' for this case has not 

been computed explicitly. 

In this paper, we shall show an alternative for determining the behaviour of 

these potentials and their derivatives. Our method uses the theory of distribution 

and computes the various limits and derivatives of elastic potentials for the general 

anisotropic case. Specifically, we consider a somewhat more general case in which 

the potentials of the forms 

are considered, where rp is a certain smooth density and Fis a kernel function which 

has a homogeneous Fourier transform F of order -2, -1, or 0. After determining 
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the general forms of various limiting values and derivatives of these potentials, we 

consider the special case of elastostatics by using (3-6). This paper concludes with 

a few comments on the implication of the present investigation in elastodynamics. 

2. Behaviour of Potentials 

We introduce the notion of (m, n) homogeneity of a function J(x) (xERN, 

N=2, 3): A function is (m, n) homogeneous if 

for J.ER. (7) 

We are particularly interested in functions having (n, 0) homogeneous Fourier 

transforms (n= -2, -1, 0) because we have (5) and (6). Such functions are 

known to be either functions with logarithmic singularities at the origin for (N=2, 

n=-2), or (-n, -N) homogeneous functions for -N<n<0, or linear combina• 

tions of b(x) (Dirac's delta) and v.p. of (0, -N) homogeneous functions for n=0.1> 

We now consider a domain n in RN (N=2 or 3) whose boundary an is very 

smooth near x 0Ean. Our purpose is to determine the behaviour of the potentials 

of the forms 

iao F(x-y)rp(y) dS,, io F(x-y)rp(y)dS,, (Ba, b) 

near Xo, where F( •) is a kernel having an (n, 0) homogeneous Fourier transform 

(n=-2, -1, 0), and rp is a smooth density function. Since the comments below 

(7) show that F is an ordinary function away from x0, we may introduce a ball 

Bp(Xo) which has a radius of p >0 and is centred at Xo, and then concentrate our 

attention on the contribution to (8) from within Bp(Xo). The assumed smoothness 

of an then enables us to approximate an n Bp(x0) and n n Bp(X0) by a circular 

plane segment S and a half ball B shown in Fig. I. Hence, we are lead to the 

aD 

Fig. 1. Notation 
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investigation of the limits of the forms 

lim f F(x-y)<p(y)dS1 , 
x➔x0 Js lim f F(x-y)<p(y)dS1 , 

x➔x0 Ja 
where the approach of JC to JCo is along the unit outward normal vector to S at JC0, 

denoted by n. In the sequel, we shall compute these limits by using a cartesian 

frame whose Nth axis is in the direction ofn and whose origin is at JCo. 

2.1 Surface integrals 

We consider the following integral 

( 9 ) 

Obviously, one may replace the domain of integration by RN-I with the extension 

<p(y)=0 for yeRN- 1\S. We have the following results for the different n: 

i) n= -2. Since the kernels have estimates of the form 

(N = 3)* 

or 

(N= 2) 

near the origin, (See the comments below (7).) we have 

(10) 

for a sufficiently smooth rp(y). 
ii) n=-1. We use the notion of the partial Fourier (inverse) transform of 

F ( e ., e N) with respect to e N• which is denoted by F ( e. IX N)' and is defined by 

( 11) 

The required limit is calculated in terms of F(e,.lxN) as 

lim r F(x-y)rp(y)dy= 1 
llim r .F(e.1xN)¢(e,.)de1•··deN-1, 

X➔Xo Js (2~)N- "N+o JRN-1 

(Note x0 = (0, •·•, 0) by definition.) (12) 

• Greek indices run from 1 to N-1. 
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where ¢(e,.) is the Fourier transform of rp(y,.) on S. Into the right hand side of 

(12) we substitute an expansion 

F(e,., eN) = eifr( e,., 1) = eift(o, 1)+ei-1e,.~fr(o, 1) 
eN ae,. 

+_!_ei-2 e,.efJ 
82 

F(O, 1)+ ... 
2 ae,.aefJ 

which is valid for a large e N· Subsequent use of Lebesgue's theorem converts the 

limit in (II) into 

lim[r F(E)e'eu"u-•e~deN+r (fr(e)_F(O, I))e1eu"u-•t~deN 
•~o J1eul<3 J1eul>a eN 

+F(O, I) r e'!u"u-,E~ de NJ 
J1!9l>a eN 

= r F(E)efEu"NtleN+ r (free) F'(O, I))eiEu"NdeN 
J l!ul <3 J l!ul>3 e N . I if -•E2 +F(O, I) lim e N N deN 

1 tO l!ul>S e N 

for a D >0 and I e,. I =!=O. The last integral is equal to 

[
xN>Ol 

for xN=0 . 

xN<0 

Therefore, by letting Di Owe have 

according as xN>0 (upper), xN=0 (middle), or xN<0 (lower), where v.p. indi

cates the integral in the sense of Cauchy's principal value. Note that the function 

( of e ,.) defined by 

1s ( n, l) homogeneous ( for n = -1, 0). In particular, for the present case of 

(-1, I) homogeneity, we have 
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from the symmetry. This shows that 9ie;(F(, .. I0))(x .. )*, as an N-1 dimensional 

distribution, is expressed as a principal value of a ( 1, - N) homogeneous function.•> 

In addition, 9ie..1(.F(, .. I0))(x .. ) coincides with F(x .. , 0) - a (1, -N) homogeneous 

function - away from the origin. Hence we conclude 

lim r F(x-y)rp(y)dS = ±i_F(n)<p(Xo) +v.p. r F(xo-y)rp(y)dS. (13) 
.r➔.r0 ls 2 Js 

The upper (lower) sign is for the approach from the positive (negative) side, with 

positive side indicating xN >0. This convention will be used throughout this paper. 

iii) n=0. Without loss of generality we may assume 

F(O, 1) = 0. 

Actually, if this is not to be the case we may modify the definition of .F(~) by sub

tracting F(O, 1) from F'(~). This process changes Fin (9) by -F(O, l)b(x-y), 
but this term vanishes for x$ an and yE an, thus keeping (9) unchanged. With 

this assumption, we use (11) and an expansion for Fas in ii) to obtain 

and hence 

(15) 

where we have used the same notation as has been used in ii). 

We now proceed to the interpretation of 9ie.;(.F(, .. I0)), or the Fourier 

inverse transform of the second term in (15). To this end we note that 

is a well-defined (0, !)-homogeneous function of,... Its Fourier inverse transform 

on , .. is equal to the restriction to xN=0 of F(x,., xN) for non-zero x .. ; a (0, N)

homogeneous function of x... From these observations, we can show that 

9ie.;(F(,.IO)) (as an N-1 dimensional distribution) is to be understood as a finite 

• =Ii: denotes the Fourier inverse transform. (f .. -+x,.) 
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part (p.f.) defined by 

p.f. f F(x., 0)9'(x.)dx. = lim [f F(x.,, 0)9'(x.)dx. lr'"- 1 '*o JR.N-1\s,<o> 

- 9'(0) f F(x., O)dS], 
e Js.N-l 

where SN-l is an N-1 dimensional unit sphere. To see this, we start from an 

observation that p.f. F (x., 0) and 9'e; (F (,•I 0)) coincide on RN-l except at the 

origin. We therefore have 

where c• is a certain constant, 

D" •- a•,a•, ... a·.N-, 
.- ... , .1'2 ".N-1 > 

a, = (a1, a2, ···, aN-1) 

and 

(16) 

Indeed, a distribution having a point support is known to have the form given in the 

first term of (16) 2>. In addition, we see that 

9',.. p.f. (F(x., 0)) (U .. ) = lim [r F(x., 0)e-iAE• ... •dx. 
'*o lr'"- 1\Be(O) 

_ _!_ f F(x., O)dS] (.tx. = y.) 
e Js.N-t 

= lim [f F(y., 0)e-'E•1•dy.--1- f F(x0, O)dS]!.tl 
11.11*0 h.N-1\s11.1, I .l I e Js.N-1 

= l.tl9',..(p.f. F(x., 0))(, .. ), (.lx .. =y .. ) 

which show that 

9',..,(p.f. F(x., 0)) 

is (0, 1)-homogeneous. On the other hand, 9',. .. (D"lJ(x)) (!al =1) is (1, 0)-homo

geneous. Hence, we conclude that cv•=0, which proves our statement. We 

thus have 

~ 
1 a • a 

lim F(x-y)9'(y)dS= ±- -F(O, l )-9' (x0) 
.r➔so s 2 a,.. ax., 

+p.f. ls F(x-y)9)(y)dS. (17) 
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2.2 Volume integrals 

We next investigate the limits of the form 

lim r F(x-y)<p(y)dy, 
z➔z0 Js 

where F(x) is the same function as in 2.1, and <p(y) is a smooth density function. 

As in 2.1, we replace the domain of integration by RN with the help of an extension 

<p(y)=O for yERN\B. We then have the following results for different n: 

i) n= -2, -1. We easily see that 

lim r F(x-y)<p(y)dy = r F(Jeo-y)<p(y)dy. 
z➔z0 Js Js (18) 

ii) n=O. We decompose F(f) into 

where 

i r • ., • 
CF= ISNI JsN F(f)dS, F(f) = F(f)-CF. (19a, b) 

The inverse transform of CF is CFD(x). Also, we know that q'i'F(f) is equal to 

v.p. F(x) where F(x) is a (0, -N)-homogeneous function. Hence, we see that 

the Fourier 'integral' 

has the following expression 

(20a) 

for xED, and 

!D F(x-y)<p(y)dV1 (20b) 

for xeD•\8D, where CF is given in (19a). In these formulae we have dropped ' 
because F =F in the classical sense. 

In order to further investigate F(x), we use the partial Fourier transform in 

the following manner: 

r F(x-y)<p(y)dy = q;-J( (° F(, .. lxN-YN)¢(, .. lyN)dyN)(x .. ), jB j_p 
(xN=i=O) (21) 
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where 

Into F( •I•) in (21) we substitute an analogue of (14) given by 

2nF(e .. 1xN) = y1rlime-s~l/··F'((O, l)+e .. ~F(O, l)[;] 
•to E 2 ae.. . 

-ni 

+v.p. r .. (fr(e)-F'(O, 1)-~ _!__foco, l))e'tNsNdeN, 
J_.. eN ae .. 

A' 
which differs from (14) because F(O, l)=!=0 in general. Use of this formula, 

and 

then transforms (21) into 

lim r F(x-y)<p(y) dy = =FF(O, 1) <p(Xa) +9'e1(F(e) ¢(f))(xo)' 
.r➔.roJB 2 , 

(Xo = (0, 0, ••• 0)), (22) 

where ¢(f) is the Fourier transform of <p(x) on B. Hence, we are left with the 

interpretation of the last term in (22). To this end, we note the following relations 

which follow from the symmetry and (19): 

f F'(x)dS = f F'(x)dS = 0, 
Js_1v Js_;. 

(23) 

whereSt·-=SNn {xN>, <0} (signs and>,< are to be taken in the same order). 

Since 

9'e1(F(f)¢(f))(Xo) = lim r N F'(Xo-y)<p(y)dV, 
qo JR \B,(x0) 

= v.p.- L F(x0-y)<p(y)dV,, (24) 

we obtain 
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lim q-1(F(f)¢(f))(x) = lim {[ 
0 

]cp(x)+v.p. r F(x-y)cp(y)dV,} 
.>:➔.>:o .>:➔.>:o CF Js 

(25) 

where 

v.p.-r •dV=limr •dV. 
Js •to Js\B,(~0) 

Note that the special principal-value integral, denoted by v. p. - and defined above, 

is convergent due to (23). Actually, this is why (24) holds. We also have 

lim v.p. r F(x-y)cp(y)dV = ±( CF -F(n))cp(xo) 
.>:-.>:o Js 2 

+v.p.- !
8
F(Xc,-y)cp(y)dV1 . (26) 

3. Elastic Potentials 

W 1 h r. • 1 · t 1 t' t .: 1 S1'nce - ~*-1(;11) e now app y t e ioregomg ana ys1s o e as 1c po enua s. .a .,. 

is a (-2, 0)-homogeneous function, we have the following results. 

3.1 Simple layer potential 

We have F=I' and F'(f)=.d*-1(f) by definition. The comments below (7) 

(or (lO))readily give 

lim f I'(x-y) cp(y)dS = f I'(x0-y)cp(y)dS. 
.1:➔.1:0 JaD JaD 

(27) 

As to the derivatives of this potential, we shall start with an identity 

lim P' r I'(x-y)cp(y)dS = lim [ r P'I'(x-y)cp(y)dS 
.>:➔.>:0 Jao .>:➔.>:0 JaDns,C.1:0) 

+ r P'I'(x-y)cp(y)dS]. (28) 
JaD\(&Dn Be(.1:0)) 

After approximating 8D n B,(x0) by a small plane segment, we apply (13) to the 

first integral on the right hand side of (28), where e>O is a sufficiently small number. 

This, together with the observation that the second integral has no signularity, yields 

lim P' f I'(x-y)<p(y)dS 
.1:➔.1:0 JaD 
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= lim r 9'e1(if®J*-1(f))(x-y)9"(y)dS 
z➔z0 Jeo 

= =i= !!_®.d*-1(n)9"(Xo) +v.p. r r J'(Xo-Y)9"(y)dS. 
2 ho 

(29) 

In particular, we have the well-known formula1> 

lim Ts J I'(x-y)9')(y)dS = =F_!_9"(Xo)+v.p. f T,,I'(x-y)9"(y)dS, 
z➔z0 eo 2 Jao 

since c1•1,n1>n,=.df1(n). 

3.2 Double layer potential 

We now apply the same reasoning as we have used in 3.1 to obtain various 

limits relevant to double layer potentials. To begin with, we note from (4) and 

(5) that the Fourier transform of the double layer potential can locally be written as 

-i..::ff/1-l(f)e,C/lfrin,, 

since n is locally constant. This observation, together with (13), yields1> 

lim f I'1(x, y)'P(y)dS = ±'P (xo) +v.p. f I'1'P(y)dS. 
z➔z0 Jao 2 Jeo 

Also, we have 

lim 81 f I'11,9",(y)dS 
z➔z0 Jeo 

=±½a~. (e1..::tt"-1(e)e,c",,,,) le-nn, a~/•<Xo) 
+p.f. f 81I'11,,9",(y)dS ho 

= ± _!_{lJ1.~9")(Xo)-n;4f,-1(n)C,1>•tn1>~9",(X0)} 
2 ax. ax. 

+p.f. f 81I'11.9",(y)dS, Jeo 
where we have used (17). In particular, we obtain 

lim Ts f I'1(x, y)'P(y)dS = p.f. f TsI'1(x, y)'P(y)dS 
z➔z0 Jao Jeo 

since 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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Equation (32) is often called the generalised Lyapunov-Tauber theorem.1> 

We finally remark that the present derivation of (31) is not exact from a purely 

mathematical point of view because it does not take into consideration the possible 

effect of the curvature of an. However, it is not difficult to see that the result is 

correct. Indeed, one starts from the well-known formula3> 

and then uses (13) to obtain (31), where e;111 is the permutation symbol. 

3.3 Volume potential 

From (18) one readily sees that 

YID I'(x, y)9>(y)dV = Lrr(x, y)9>(y)dV, 

where xis a point in RN. We also have (See (20).) 

r { Cr9>(x)+v.p. I YYI'(x, y)9>(y)dV 
rr J I'(x, y)9>(y)dV = 

D ~ YYI'(x, y)9>(y)dV xeRN\D, 

where 

(See (19a)). 

In particular, we obtain 

(.d* Lr(x, y)9>(y)dV), = C;,,,a,a,( ID I'(x, y)9>(y)dV), 

= { -rp
0

;(x) xen 
xeRN\D. 

This well-known result is usually called the Poisson formula. 1> 

The second derivative 

YY L I'(x, y)9>(y)d V 

jumps as the point x crosses an. Actually, we see from (25) that 

(33) 

xen 

(34) 
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+v.p.- )/17I'(x, y)~(y)dV (35) 

holds. Also, from (26), we have 

lim v.p. f J7J7I'(x, y)~(y)dV = _!__ (Cr+n©n©J*- 1(n))~(Xo) 
X➔.ro j D 2 

+v.p.- )/17I'(x, y)~(y)dV. (36) 

Note that these results are consistent with the Poisson formula, since 

We finally remark that the potentials of the form 

can be viewed as 

which is exactly the derivative of a volume potential. Therefore, we can apply the 

foregoing analysis for volume potentials to the potential of this type, which plays an 

essential role in BIEM for elastoplasticity.4> 

4. Concluding Remarks 

1. It is easy to see that (3), (13), (17) and (18) yield the following identity on aJJS>: 

-rpq := CpqiJ8;u1 = 2(v.p. f Cpq;;8;I';1,t,,dS Ja» 
-p.f. f Cpq;J8;I'1;1ru1,dS+ f Cpq;;8;I';1,F,,dV), Ja» Ja» 

where -rpq stands for the stress on the boundary. Cruse & Van Buren obtained this 

formula for the isotropic case by using a direct calculation.6> Our formula 

generalizes their result to the anisotropic cases. 

2. Since the behaviour of the Fourier transform of a functionf at infinity reflects 

the singularity off, we see that our formulae (10), (13), (17), (20) and (26) are valid 

also in time harmonic elastodynamics1>. This is because the Fourier. transforms of 

the fundamental solutions of elastostatics and elastodynamics behave similarly at 
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infinity. 

3. Some of the results in this paper have been published without detailed proof in 

reports by Nishimura & Kobayashi4> and Kobayashi & Nishimura5>. 
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